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### IBPA members donate over $8,000 to the global literacy nonprofit NABU

I am pleased to share that with this Summer 2023 IBPA Bookstore Catalog, IBPA members have donated a total of $8,160 to NABU. Through NABU’s Authentic Book Creation Lab program, these funds provide a one-year sponsorship to three local artists who will be trained to write and illustrate children’s books in mother tongue languages in regions where few exist. Husna Ismail, one of NABU’s illustrators in Kenya, said, “I love illustrating for NABU books because they are so relatable to African children and the setting is in Africa, and we get to illustrate characters that when the children read the book and see the illustrations, they can see themselves in them... It’s very fulfilling to work with what you love, and do what you love for a living.”

As part of IBPA’s partnership with NABU, IBPA member publishers submitted over 75 children’s picture books for the NABU team to consider for translation into one of the mother tongue languages spoken by the populations NABU serves. NABU aims to put culturally responsive and mother tongue stories into the hands of young people and empower them through literacy... which can break the cycle of poverty and change the world. You can see four of NABU’s titles on page 26.

IBPA members include independent publishers, hybrid publishers, author publishers (a.k.a. self-published authors), university presses, nonprofits, and association presses. We hope you’ll explore some of their titles featured in these pages. With more than 130 fiction, nonfiction, adult, children’s, and YA titles, there’s something wonderful for every reader.

With respect and appreciation for all you do,

Sincerely,

Andrea Fleck-Nisbet
Chief Executive Officer, Independent Book Publishers Association
andrea@ibpa-online.org

### ABOUT THE INDEPENDENT BOOK PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

The Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA) is a not-for-profit membership organization serving and leading the independent publishing community through advocacy, education, and tools for success. Founded in 1983, IBPA has over 4,000 members and is the largest publishing trade association in the U.S.

For questions or more information, contact IBPA or visit us online.
1020 Manhattan Beach Blvd., Suite 204, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
310.546.1818 | info@ibpa-online.org | ibpa-online.org

---

IBPA’s core values include Independence and Inclusivity. As a nonprofit association, we are committed to independent points of view and a publishing industry where everyone can tell their story and find themselves in the content they read.

Please note that a listing in this IBPA catalog does not constitute an endorsement of any particular book, author, or publisher by IBPA, its employees, or board members.
FEATURED MYSTERY TITLE BY RICK LENZ FROM CHROMODROID PRESS

“A Town Called Why” by Rick Lenz

“An absorbing tale of mystery and revenge ... nuanced ... powerful.” —BookLife/Publishers Weekly

“Dynamic...beautiful...mesmerizing.” —Manhattan Book Review

“...actually earns that dog-eared cliché of being a book you won’t want to put down.” —US Review of Books

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER
9780999695333 | $16.99 | Paperback
9780984844296 | $6.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

“I hope readers come away from my books knowing something they didn’t know before, having been entertained, and wishing it didn’t have to come to an end.”

Rick Lenz

PARENTING & FAMILY TITLE BY CLAIRE N. RUBMAN, PHD FROM EDUCATION & PARENTING MATTERS

“Tough to Read” by Claire N. Rubman

As a college professor, I have seen what reading failure looks like. No parent expects their child to fail. But 1 in every 5 college freshmen has to take a remedial reading class. Don’t let that be your child’s story. Here’s how to succeed in reading from day 1.

“Ideal for parents seeking to develop within their children a fundamental and comprehensive understanding of reading, makes a highly serious and persuasive case.... shows how to discover the fun of learning to read, while building a solid foundation of comprehension.... TAKEAWAY: An inviting corrective on how to teach fundamental reading skills, for parents.” —BookLife/Publishers Weekly

Parenting & Family
9798987086117 | $19.99 | Paperback
9798987086100 | $8.49 | Ebook

Claire N. Rubman, PhD

Claire N. Rubman, PhD is a cognitive, developmental psychologist, who explains, “I’ve taught in the classroom for over 30 years and I’ve raised three of my own children! I’ve seen the struggle first hand.”

Winner:
• National Parenting Product Award 2023
• Mom’s Choice, Gold Award
• US Review of Books, Recommended
• Independent Press Award
• Kirkus Reviews Starred Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Winner:
• National Parenting Product Award 2023
• Mom’s Choice, Gold Award
• US Review of Books, Recommended
• Independent Press Award
• Kirkus Reviews Starred Review

Education & Parenting Matters
difficulttoread.com
Foreword Reviews is celebrating 25 years of recommending independently published titles to booksellers—reviews of the most imaginative, honest, risky, creative, and diverse indie published titles. Our pre-publication focus provides you advance notice of books in all genres, for all ages. For easy ordering, our reviews are licensed to your wholesale databases.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR YOUR FREE SUBSCRIPTION TODAY!
forewordreviews.com/subscribe

FOLIO award-winning industry trade publication

A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection; Winner Young Adult Nonfiction, International Literacy Association Book Awards; Winner, Chicago Public Library Best of the Best Books.

A fascinating journey through primary sources—poetry, memoir, news clippings, and images of ancient artwork—to explore the hidden (and often surprising) Queer lives and loves of two dozen historical figures.

“Entertaining, illuminating, and an accessible antidote to dominant histories.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“Transmits rare facts and firsthand accounts with a sense of joyous wonder…”
—Foreword Reviews

“Such an important book, both enlightening and entertaining. Highly recommended for readers age 10–110!”
—Linda Sue Park, Newbery Medalist

“Fascinating, ambitious, diverse, rigorously researched, and much-needed—this book will save lives.” —Kathleen Krull, author of the Lives Of series

Lee Wind

The founding blogger of I’m Here. I’m Queer. What The Hell Do I Read?, empowering LGBTQIA2+ kids, teens, and their allies. See page 42 for Queer as a Five-Dollar Bill, Wind’s YA novel inspired by some of the same queer history featured in No Way, They Were Gay?

PHOTO: MICHELE BARON

YOUNG ADULT: NONFICTION
9781541581623 | $18.99 | Paperback
Also available as an Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Lerner Publishing Group, Follett, Ingram Wholesale

REVIEWERS OF INDIE BOOKS, SINCE 1998

We strive to promote voices that are unheard, overlooked, or even silenced. We are proud to be celebrating twenty-five years of dedication to that mission.

ONE OF THE FOUNDER'S OF I'M HERE. I'M QUEER. WHAT THE HELL DO I READ?, EMPOWERING LGBTQIA2+ KIDS, TEENS, AND THEIR ALLIES. SEE PAGE 42 FOR QUEER AS A FIVE-DOLLAR BILL, WIND'S YA NOVEL INSPIRED BY SOME OF THE SAME QUEER HISTORY FEATURED IN NO WAY, THEY WERE GAY?
“Coming Full Circle comes at a time when many are considering trying psychedelics as a means to healing their trauma. This book gives an unflinching, realistic look at what treatment resistant trauma can look like and takes the reader on a journey of healing with a raw, painfully honest delivery. It’s a powerful tale of healing emotional wounds and trauma with the help of psychedelics.”
—Rick Doblin, Ph.D., Founder and President of MAPS (Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies)

“If you are even remotely curious about using psychedelics to heal trauma, or simply want to witness a remarkable journey of healing, this book will not disappoint. The insights infused in each page are palpable and a gift for us all.”
—Cherie Kephart, award-winning author of A Few Minor Adjustments

Shannon Duncan
A fierce protector of those who are utilizing psychedelics as a way to heal their emotional wounds and trauma, Shannon Duncan knows firsthand the courage, determination, and vulnerability required to approach emotional healing in this specialized way.

Patti Lee
Award-winning author Patti Lee brings women’s fiction to life, tapping into the hopes and fears of readers in her debut novel, Between February and November.

“Fiction: Contemporary Women’s
9781945286766 | $24.99 | Hardcover
9781945286759 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781945286773 | $3.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

rockhillpublishing.com
Unbreakable in spirit, unstoppable by nature, unemployable by choice, Alysia Silberg has triumphed over trauma to blaze new trails in Silicon Valley. This is her powerful and inspiring story.

“Alysia, by her own definition, may be ‘unemployable’, but more than that, she has proved herself to be unshakable in the pursuit of her dreams. This unputdownable book is the proof!” —Tim Draper, venture capital investor and founder of Draper Fisher Jurvetson (DFJ)

“The shortest distance between two people is a great story. This one is incredible. Alysia Silberg has written a blueprint for life. You will embrace this book like a friend you won’t want to leave.” —Bob Dotson, New York Times Best Selling author

THE UNSEALING
Love, Lust, and Murder in the Gilded Age
BookLife Editor’s Pick—“Brighton’s vigorous historical novel blends mystery and romance...written with grace and power...”

“An addictive page-turner with rich historical details...” —Kirkus Reviews

Award-winning novel inspired by a true crime ‘murder of the century’ and set against the backdrop of Gilded Age splendor and excess.

FICTION: HISTORICAL
9798986517803 | $28.99 | Hardcover
9798986517810 | $18.99 | Paperback
9798986517827 | $9.99 | Ebook

A MURDER IN ASHWOOD
Scandals and Secrets in the Gilded Age
BookLife Editor’s Pick—“Polished, rewarding page-turner...the chatter, both earthy and elegant, has the feel of a great cocktail party...a smart mystery...written with wit and empathy.”

“A talented storyteller...a fascinating period piece.” —Kirkus Reviews

Can justice be done and the truth uncovered by Sarah's fledgling Avenging Angel Detective Agency—before a hired killer strikes again in this award-winning novel?

FICTION: HISTORICAL
9798987696408 | $28.99 | Hardcover
9798987696415 | $18.99 | Paperback
9798987696422 | $9.99 | Ebook

Alysia Silberg
An entrepreneur so determined to change the world, not even a bullet could stop her. Alysia is a UN Women Empower Women Global Champion and successful Silicon Valley investor with international board director and sovereign wealth fund experience.

Robert Brighton
Award-winning author of historical fiction

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

readunemployable.com

Robertbrightonauthor.com
FEATURED TITLES BY CHRISTOPHER LOCKE FROM FATHOMING PRESS

PERSIMMON TAKES ON HUMANITY
A group of forest critters, led by the clever and kindhearted raccoon Persimmon, find out how humans are mistreating other animals (in circuses, fur farms, and more), so they go on an epic adventure to save other animals from humans.

“A great and well-written story about the world-changing power of compassion and how each of us can make a difference!” — Claire Howe, Humane Education Advocates Reaching Teachers

TEEN: FICTION
9780990419709 | $14.95 | Paperback
9780990419747 | $2.99 | Ebook

VINCENT AND THE DISSIDENTS
Vincent the mink assembles his army of animals to rescue abused critters. Humans be warned!

Reviewers rave: a “gripping story” with “delightful characters.”

TEEN: FICTION
9780990419723 | $14.95 | Paperback
9780990419754 | $3.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Christopher Locke enjoyed a fruitful career in the television industry for more than a decade before pursuing his passion project, “The Enlightenment Adventures.”

Fathoming Press
christopher-locke.com

FEATURED TITLES BY BILL HARVEY FROM THE HUMAN EFFECTIVENESS INSTITUTE

PANDEMONIUM
Live to All Devices

“Controlling outcomes and confronting evil has never felt so multifaceted and thoroughly engrossing.” — Midwest Book Review

“With the scope of Asimov and the prescience of Bradbury, Bill Harvey makes the greats proud.” — BookTrib

“Mind-bending and thought-provoking.” — BlueInk Review

FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
9780918538154 | $19.99 | Paperback

THE MESSAGE

“Whether for its futurist social experiments in transformation, its riveting action-packed world, or the changes characters experience in the redefinition of their perceptions and purposes—the story is complex, inviting, and hard to put down.” — Midwest Book Review

“An entertaining and thought provoking sci-fi thriller... brimming with unconventional ideas.” — IndieReader

“Takes wild narrative risks readers will not see coming...” — BookLife

FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
9780918538178 | $14.99 | Paperback

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Bill Harvey
The epic series Agents of Cosmic Intelligence unfolds forward and backward in time to become a story of the Universe. The series aims at having a transformative effect on people by restoring a sense of wonder at what the Universe could really be.

HumanEffectivenessInstitute.org
SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY TITLES BY MARK EVERGLADE FROM ROCKHILL PUBLISHING

HEMISPHERES
Mark Everglade
“I haven’t been this excited since I watched Netflix’s Altered Carbon. It has all the elements I look for: a dystopian society brimming with tension, characters who will stop at nothing to shake things up, and a glimpse into the possible technology…”
—Andreea Albu
FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
9781945286490 | $29.99 | Hardcover
9781945286506 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781945286513 | $3.99 | Ebook

INERTIA
Mark Everglade
Gliese 581g changes after a radical group called O.A.K. increased the planet’s rotation to bring daylight cycles to all and the planet spins out of control. A young geophysicist and her father must solve the ecological crisis using the latest cybernetics.
FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
9781945286711 | $29.99 | Hardcover
9781945286704 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781945286698 | $3.99 | Ebook

How to Order
Ingram Wholesale

Mark Everglade
Mark Everglade is a cyberpunk author. He runs Cyberpunk Day to bring dystopian fiction to a new generation.

FEATURED TITLES FROM YU BIBLIOTEKA

DEATH IN PINK
Djordje Bajic
When the murder of a beautiful woman fazes Belgrade, everyone will clutch to their secrets. Murder suspects, jealous lovers, secret family members, and blood-thirsty tabloid reporters want to bury their secrets deep—but not the famous inspector Nikola Liman.
FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER
9798987556702 | $17.99 | Paperback

MY LOVE NIKOLA TESLA
Ana Atanaskovic
This is a romanticized story of New York at the turn of the century, of Tesla—the side of the famous scientist we haven’t met before—but above all, a story of friendship and love.
FICTION: HISTORICAL ROMANCE
9798218066321 | $16.99 | Paperback

How to Order
Acutrack
Ingram Wholesale

YU Biblioteka is a traditional publishing company specializing in high-quality titles written by authors from the Balkan region.
AWARD-WINNING FICTION BY S.G. BLAISE FROM
LILAC GROVE ENTERTAINMENT

THE LAST LUMENIAN
Thrust into a battle between opposing arch gods, a sassy 19-year-old princess must learn to control her magic and defeat the dark god before he finds her.

“A terrifically entertaining, complex, and original fantasy.” —Kirkus Reviews

Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
9781734760507 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781734760569 | $9.99 | Ebook

TRUE TERYN
To recruit the most dangerous army in the Seven Galaxies, a sassy 19-year-old princess must earn the blessing of the guardian goddess uncovering the secret meaning of a True Teryn.

“An exciting read with a complex heroine with a layered and complex story that takes her from princess to rebel to hero through a journey that consists of magic, gods, war, rebellion, betrayal, and romance.” —Seattle Book Review

Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
9781734760545 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781734760521 | $9.99 | Ebook

PROUD PADA
Lilla is on her next mission as Sybil, and she must uncover who is behind a dark conspiracy before it’s too late. Unfortunately, her success depends on the Proud Pada.

“Fast-moving science fiction fantasy, which is suitable for young adults as well as adults, that offers a valuable perspective on political repression and economic inequality.” —IndieReader

Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy
9781734760576 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781734760583 | $9.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Lilac Grove Entertainment sgblaise.com

FEATURED TITLES BY SEAN GABHANN FROM
NATCHEZ TRAIL PRESS

HARPER’S DONELSON
Shiloh Trilogy Book One
“A Union officer must deal with a prostitute, a distrustful Quaker, and a ruthless Confederate. Gabhann re-creates battle in stark imagery, communicating the myriad motivations of soldiers and civilians and brutality of warfare on and off the battlefield.” —Kirkus Reviews

FICTION: HISTORICAL | FICTION: WAR AND MILITARY
9781734397468 | $29.99 | Hardcover
9781734397406 | $15.99 | Paperback
9781734397413 | $3.99 | Ebook

HARPER’S RESCUE
Shiloh Trilogy Book Two
When a Union company is destroyed, Lt. James Harper takes it upon himself to prove that the spy is Paducah’s wealthy brothel owner. Magnusson becomes a hero in a fire and Katie attempts to escape life as a prostitute. A gritty installment in this Civil War trilogy.

FICTION: HISTORICAL | FICTION: WAR AND MILITARY
9781734397475 | $29.99 | Hardcover
9781734397420 | $15.99 | Paperback
9781734397437 | $3.99 | Ebook

HARPER’S SHILOH
Shiloh Trilogy Book Three
“Lt. James Harper and his men are thrown into one of the bloodiest battles in the American Civil War... the final storylines for Harper and his companions provide the necessary emotional context for the conflict, as well as supplying satisfying conclusions to their character arcs... An appropriate and high-stakes conclusion to a Civil War saga.” —Kirkus Reviews

FICTION: HISTORICAL | FICTION: WAR AND MILITARY
9781734397482 | $29.99 | Hardcover
9781734397444 | $15.99 | Paperback
9781734397451 | $3.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Natchez Trail Press seankevingabhann.com
**MISTRESS OF THE ROCK**
“I will be lending this book to all my friends! Warning, once this book grabs you, you won’t want to put it down!”
—Connie Webb, GoodReads

**FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY**
9781945286179 | $27.99 | Hardcover
9781945286407 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781945286155 | $3.99 | Ebook

---

**SCYLLA: THE REVENGE**
Smarting from Richard Cole’s rejection, Aphrodite plans a series of events that will bring about his return to the island. Only this time, his welcome will not be so warm.

**FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY**
9781945286292 | $27.99 | Hardcover
9781945286414 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781945286278 | $3.99 | Ebook

---

**JULIE’S ODYSSEY: ALPHA AND OMEGA**
Julie Cole, widow, is unconvinced that her husband’s death was an accident. Julie returns to the one place she said she would never go back to, the Island of Cyprus.

**FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY**
9781945286674 | $27.99 | Hardcover
9781945286667 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781945286681 | $3.99 | Ebook

---

**ADELYN’S ADVENTURE IN THE FOREST**
Illustrated by Mario Lampic
A young girl walks along a forest path at her grandparents’ home in the countryside. She meets several wild animals that live in the forest. From each animal she learns what they must do to survive. She also learns valuable life lessons for herself.

**YOUNG READER: FICTION**
9798985992007 | $35.00 | Hardcover
9780990583868 | $15.00 | Paperback

---

**ADELYN’S ADVENTURE IN THE GARDEN**
Illustrated by Mario Lampic
A young girl visits her grandparents’ garden at their home in the countryside. She’s fascinated by smells of fresh fallen rain on the rich soil, wildflowers, herbs, and vegetables. She meets a wide variety of animals who live there or visit. She learns about the world.

**YOUNG READER: FICTION**
9798985992014 | $35.00 | Hardcover
9780990583875 | $15.00 | Paperback

---

**ADELYN’S ADVENTURE ON THE BEACH**
Illustrated by Mario Lampic
A young girl travels to an Atlantic Ocean beach. After setting up her blanket and umbrella, a seagull, GG, befriends her. Together they explore waves, animals that visit the beach, and creatures that live in the ocean. GG tells her about caring for the marine life.

**YOUNG READER: FICTION**
9798985992021 | $35.00 | Hardcover
9780990583882 | $15.00 | Paperback

**Sequoia House Books**
SequoiaHouseBooks.com

SHB publishes original literature that imparts knowledge to readers of all ages inspiring them to be the best they can be. They can make the world a better place.
FEATURED TITLES BY DUSTIN GOSS ILLUSTRATED BY FEBYOLLA GOSS FROM BUCK ACADEMY

BUCK MAKING CENTS
BUCK Academy
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: NONFICTION
Education
9781792342790
$14.95 | Hardcover

Teach your youth the value of The Money Family. This is a workbook and short version of BUCK Making Cents. Educate and empower your youth through learning the basics of the buck, penny, dime, and quarter. This is a thin workbook with six easy to read pages.

QUICK CENTS TO A BUCK
BUCK Academy
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: NONFICTION
Education
9781792342806
$6.99 | Hardcover

This book is an interactive lesson plan for parents to engage with their kids in the early understanding of the value of money. The character BUCK, a friendly personification of a dollar, breaks money down to the basics and what it takes to “make a buck.”

BABY BUCK, HOW MUCH AM I . . . . . .
BUCK Academy
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: NONFICTION
Education
9780578783970
$9.95 | Hardcover

This board book is the simplest version of money memory and value identification. It is made for 0-4-year-olds but really has no limit. The question, “How Much Am I” is asked over and over again & answered with the simple gesture of a flip tab.

BUCK, FIRST BANK ACCOUNT
BUCK Academy
YOUNG READER: NONFICTION
Education
9780578926865
$12.95 | Hardcover

This is a short story to help guide anyone to understand how to choose a bank, determine the type of account(s) one may need, and how to open a bank account. It has tips and insights on how to save and what the power of saving can do.

HOW TO ORDER
Buck Academy
buckacademy.org

Buck Academy offers books and lessons written and illustrated by entrepreneurial husband and wife team Dustin and Febyolla Goss. BUCK Academy blossomed when the Gosses, parents of two young children, attempted to teach their son about money.

COMING FALL 2023: RACHEL’S BOOK OF 7, with fun facts and puzzles about Earth as discovered by Guardian Angel-to-be Rachel and her friends.

A SELECTION OF TITLES BY EVELYN DUNBAR-WEBB FROM BUMBLEMEYER PUBLICATIONS

THE WORD COLLECTOR
Illustrated by Matt Tyree
EDUCATION
9780998669830
$27.99 Hardcover
9781955038003 | $15.99 Paperback
9780998669809 | $4.99 Ebook

Beautifully illustrated, The Word Collector captivates a child's interest as it blends learning and storytelling, entertaining as it clarifies parts of speech. A great complement to language arts lessons.

THE INVISIBLE REALM
YOUNG READER: FICTION
ADVENTURE
9780998669861
$35.99 Hardcover
9780998669878
$24.99 Paperback
9780998669892
$7.99 Ebook

A fantastical, magical, adventurous page-turner, integrating teamwork and conflict resolution, The Invisible Realm is recommended for kids who love imaginative worlds with challenges to conquer.

PRISCILLA’S JOURNEY: A WORD COLLECTOR COLORING & ACTIVITY BOOK
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION
9781955038041 | $10.99 Paperback

Bumblemeyer Publications
bumblemeyer.com

HATTIE & DACEY’S TREASURE HUNT
YOUNG READER: FICTION
CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY BOOK
9781955038034 | $10.99 Paperback

With word, logic, and number puzzles, coloring pages, and riddles to solve, Hattie & Dacey’s Treasure Hunt offers fun-filled activities featuring magical characters and scenes from The Invisible Realm.

COMING FALL 2023: RACHEL’S BOOK OF 7, with fun facts and puzzles about Earth as discovered by Guardian Angel-to-be Rachel and her friends.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

18

19
With help from some wise sea creatures, a courageous island boy discovers his passion to protect all life in the sea. “Provides young minds with positive precepts and powerful lessons that will serve them for the rest of their lives.” —Bob Proctor

Blue Ocean Bob begins a new job as assistant to Mary Marine. With Mary’s guidance and help from the wise sea creatures, he develops the positive attitude he needs to succeed. “Wisdom indeed will be found that will last your child a lifetime.” —Midwest Book Review

When his mentor Mary Marine is suddenly called away, Blue Ocean Bob has to step into her shoes. With help from Doc the turtle, Earl the clam, and others, he finds an assistant of his own. “It is an inspiration for all ages.” —Independent Publisher (IP Notable)

Uncover a secret in the deep with Blue Ocean Bob, Mary and Molly Marine, Al the dolphin, Eve the octopus, and other sea creatures as they rescue some new friends trapped at the bottom of the Sea of Kerchoo. “A series that is sure to prevail.” —Foreword Reviews

“How to Face Life’s Changes” is designed to help you: Accept change as the reality of life; Face change in relationships, finances, and health with gratitude; Cultivate key attitudes like fearlessness, non-attachment, and willpower; Embrace the changes in our bodies with grace and strength.

This volume will help you: Accept change as the reality of life; Face change in relationships, finances, and health with gratitude; Cultivate key attitudes like fearlessness, non-attachment, and willpower; Embrace the changes in our bodies with grace and strength.

Metaphysical Meditations Original 1952 Edition
Paramhansa Yogananda
9781565891791 $14.99 | Paperback
9781565896383 $11.99 | Ebook

Most people want to meditate but do not know how to do so. In this book Yogananda gives some concrete metaphysical methods of meditation, for the student who has already struggled through the mobs of rowdy thoughts and crossed the portals of silence.

“Named one of the “Top 100 Spiritual Books of the Twentieth Century,” this work is a spiritual treasure and a modern scripture, read and revered by millions of truthseekers around the world. The original, unedited text, as written by Yogananda himself, free from changes.”

Also available as a boxed set of all four titles: The Blue Ocean Bob Collection

Children’s Success Unlimited
blueoceanbob.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, Greenleaf Book Group
FEATURED TITLES FROM

DEVIL’S PARTY PRESS

THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE
Robert Louis Stevenson
FICTION: HORROR
9781957224091 | $9.99 | Paperback

HIBERNACULUM
Anthony Doyle
FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY
9781957224107 | $15.99 | Paperback
In the distant future, human hibernation is, for some, an opportunity to rejuvenate, and for others, a means of control. Visit the Hibernaculum this summer.

WE SHOULD BE SO LUCKY
A Picture Book for Adults
Mary Beth Romeo
INSPRATIONAL
9781957224114 | $14.99 | Paperback
Romeo creates a new genre with an adult picture book that looks at all the ways two people can be important to each other.

THE PUMPKIN KING AND OTHER TALES OF TERROR
R. David Fulcher
FICTION: HORROR
9781957224060 | $15.99 | Paperback
This collection of 20 tales by fan-favorite R. David Fulcher promises many sleepless nights and bad dreams. A horror enthusiast’s delight!

KIND WORLD PUBLISHING
CONNECTING THE WORLD THROUGH STORIES

THIS ART IS FOR THE BIRDS
Written and Illustrated by Susan Bednarski
Alex the Crow is an artist, and his pigeon friends think his work belongs in the museum. But how to get it there? With persistence and pigeonuity, the four friends hatch a heartfelt, hilarious plan to help Alex achieve his dream. The art world will never be the same!
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION
9781638940180 | $18.99 | Hardcover || 9781638940227 | $8.99 | Ebook

ABUELITO
David Corredor Benavides and Nelly Buchet; Illustrated by Ana Sanfelippo
Alejo’s abuelo is his best friend. Debut author David Corredor Benavides and award-winning picture book writer Nelly Buchet tell a heartwarming story of friendship, of grieving and coping with the loss of a loved one, and supporting each other through gentle kindnesses.
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION
9781638940074 | $18.99 | Hardcover || 9781638940210 | $8.99 | Ebook

MADDIE AND MABEL KNOW THEY CAN [Book 3]
Kari Allen; Illustrated by Tatjana Mai-Wyss
When Mabel has a big idea and Maddie faces a big challenge, the sisters know they’ll succeed together. But how long will it take? Who gets to decide? If you don’t get it the first time, how many times do you try again? ILG Award-winning, multi-starred reviews series.
YOUNG READER: FICTION
Early Reader Series Chapter Book

VIVA’S VOICE
Raquel Donoso; Illustrated by Carlos Vélez
Five-year-old Viva learns there is a need for girls with powerful voices everywhere when she helps Papi raise his voice on the picket line. A first intro to labor unions, strikes, picket lines, and workers’ rights, Kirkus Reviews calls this powerful story “inspiring and bold.”
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION
9781638940067 | $18.99 | Hardcover || 9781638940111 | $8.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

DEVIL’S PARTY PRESS
devils.party.press

HOW TO ORDER
Publishers Group West
Follett
Ingram Wholesale

KIND WORLD PUBLISHING
kindworldpublishing.com
FEATURED FICTION TITLES FROM LIVINGSTON PRESS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WEST ALABAMA

SECRET AGENT GALS
Richard Gid Powers
FICTION
9781604893397
$22.95 | Paperback

Secret Agent Gals? Who? Two beautiful real-life socialites who later founded the Guggenheim Museum, but first joined the FBI and pretty much won World War II all by themselves. They steal Hitler’s mojo, they save J. Edgar Hoover from treacherous double-agents, and . . .

A POSTCARD FROM THE DELTA
Michael Gaspeny
FICTION
9781604893328
$17.95 | Paperback

“Michael Gaspeny might have the largest, greatest soul around and it shines in A Postcard from the Delta. Johnny Spink is an unforgettable character, doing the best he can. And then there’s blues, blues, blues, always a good thing.”
—George Singleton

AFTERSHOCK
George H. Wolfe
FICTION
9781604893137
$19.95 | Paperback


THE BLACK HARVEST
Daren Dean
FICTION: HISTORICAL
9781604892703
$21.95 | Paperback

Set in the brutal guerilla fighting of Quantrill’s Missouri.
“I was taken by how Dean so easily removes the legends—Quantrill, Bloody Bill Anderson, Frank James, Cole Younger—how he removes them from myth and turns them human in a hard time.”
—Tom Abrams

THE BOX MUST BE EMPTY
A Memoir of Complicated Grief, Spiritual Despair, and Ultimate Healing
Marilyn Kriete
AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR
Religion
9781950495313 | $18.99 | Paperback
9781950495320 | $3.99 | Ebook

What happens when buried grief rises two decades late, upending the life you’ve built on its coffin? When you add loss upon loss by constantly moving, serving a church organization—and possible cult—that expects unwavering sacrifice?

ANNE’S SONG
Dandelions, Dreams and Dogs
Annie McDonnell
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Poetry
9781950495337
$18.99 | Paperback
9781950495368
$3.99 | Ebook

“If you want to see what a heart looks like, broken into words, read this book. If you want to see what courage looks like, brick by brick all the way to heaven...read this book.”
—Jeff Arch, author of Attachments and Oscar nominee for Sleepless in Seattle

THE RENAISSANCE SISTERS
Book 1 of the Inn at Verde Springs Series
Wendy Cohan
FICTION: ROMANCE
Contemporary Romance/Western Romance
9781950495405 | $3.99 | Ebook

What would you do if an aunt, who you were just getting to know, left you a ranch you’d never seen, 1,500 miles from your rainy Northwest home? Newly-single Harper Crawley seizes a second chance at happiness.

HOW TO ORDER
Brodart
Follett
Ingram Wholesale

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
FEATURED EDUCATION TITLES FROM
REDLEAF PRESS

THE ORIGINAL LEARNING APPROACH
Weaving Together Playing, Learning, and Teaching in Early Childhood
Suzanne Axelsen
EDUCATION
9781605547831 | $29.95 | Paperback
9781605547848 | $29.95 | Ebook
A new reflective practice inspired by Reggio Emilia that allows children to learn and play naturally and at their own pace and can be applied to any pedagogical method, philosophy, or context. This teaching lens will help early childhood professionals nurture continuous lifelong learners.

PEDAGOGICAL DOCUMENTATION IN EARLY CHILDHOOD, 2ND EDITION
Sharing Children’s Learning and Teachers’ Thinking
Susan Stacey
EDUCATION
9781605548036 | $39.95 | Paperback
9781605548043 | $39.95 | Ebook
Pedagogical Documentation in Early Childhood offers foundational information about pedagogical documentation for those who are new to the process, as well as more sophisticated approaches for those who are further along in the documentation journey.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
redleafpress.org

MOTHER TONGUE AND ENGLISH TITLES FROM
NABU

I LOVE BEING ME!
私はハープ！
(Japanese)
Jessica Michibata
Illustrated by Bruno Iradukunda
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
9781951446260 | $12.95 | Paperback
Our story follows a brave little girl, Rachel, who lives in Kansas with her parents and Grandpa. Her journey demonstrates the impact of racism on young children, and the ability to repair self-love while gaining a greater sense of self-pride and inner strength.

I LOVE BEING ME!
I LOVE MYSELF
Fostering Positive Racial Identity in Young Black Children
Toni Sturdivant, PhD
EDUCATION
9781605547893 | $29.95 | Paperback
9781605547909 | $29.95 | Ebook
I Like Myself provides lesson planning insights and academic activities that are designed to facilitate positive racial identity in Black children. Complementing any curriculum, this book provides information across social-emotional, academic, and fine arts domains.

I LIKE MYSELF
Fostering Positive Racial Identity in Young Black Children
Toni Sturdivant, PhD
EDUCATION
9781605547893 | $29.95 | Paperback
9781605547909 | $29.95 | Ebook
I Like Myself provides lesson planning insights and academic activities that are designed to facilitate positive racial identity in Black children. Complementing any curriculum, this book provides information across social-emotional, academic, and fine arts domains.

CREATING YOUNG EXPERT LEARNERS
Universal Design for Learning in Preschool and Kindergarten
Marla J. Lohmann, PhD
EDUCATION
9781605547596 | $24.95 | Paperback
9781605547602 | $24.95 | Ebook
Universal Design for Learning is a framework for the proactive design of classroom instruction, with an emphasis on meeting the needs of all learners in the classroom. There are three principles at its core: multiple means of engagement, representation, and action.

WHAT WILL I GROW INTO?
UZI ICYO NZAKURA NDI CYO? (Kinyarwanda)
Kate Wanjira Kamau
Illustrated by Bruno Iradukunda
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
9781951446406 | $12.95 | Paperback
A slow reveal book that children read through to discover what animal it is at the end of the book. Read along and find out what animal is being hinted at.

WHAT WILL I GROW INTO?
UZI ICYO NZAKURA NDI CYO? (Kinyarwanda)
Kate Wanjira Kamau
Illustrated by Bruno Iradukunda
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
9781951446406 | $12.95 | Paperback
Can you guess what I am and what I will grow into? Let’s discover together.

SWISH, PLOP, THUD
SWISHI PLOPU THADI (Kinyarwanda)
Sandrine Umuhiza
Illustrated by Bruno Iradukunda
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
9781951446406 | $12.95 | Paperback
A slow reveal book that children read through to discover what animal it is at the end of the book. Read along and find out what animal is being hinted at.

SWISH, PLOP, THUD
SWISHI PLOPU THADI (Kinyarwanda)
Sandrine Umuhiza
Illustrated by Bruno Iradukunda
Children’s Picture Book: Fiction
9781951446406 | $12.95 | Paperback
Can you guess what I am and what I will grow into? Let’s discover together.

CREATE A MUNET RESOURCES FROM
REDLEAF PRESS

THE ORIGINAL LEARNING APPROACH
Weaving Together Playing, Learning, and Teaching in Early Childhood
Suzanne Axelsen
EDUCATION
9781605547831 | $29.95 | Paperback
9781605547848 | $29.95 | Ebook
A new reflective practice inspired by Reggio Emilia that allows children to learn and play naturally and at their own pace and can be applied to any pedagogical method, philosophy, or context. This teaching lens will help early childhood professionals nurture continuous lifelong learners.

PEDAGOGICAL DOCUMENTATION IN EARLY CHILDHOOD, 2ND EDITION
Sharing Children’s Learning and Teachers’ Thinking
Susan Stacey
EDUCATION
9781605548036 | $39.95 | Paperback
9781605548043 | $39.95 | Ebook
Pedagogical Documentation in Early Childhood offers foundational information about pedagogical documentation for those who are new to the process, as well as more sophisticated approaches for those who are further along in the documentation journey.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
redleafpress.org

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Aerio
URBAN MAFIA CRIME FICTION TITLES BY J L HILL FROM ROCKHILL PUBLISHING

KILLER WITH A HEART
FICTION
9781945286094
$25.99 | Hardcover
9781945286360
$17.99 | Paperback
9781945286018
$3.99 | Ebook

—Broadway Turk Superstar, Vine Voice

KILLER WITH THREE HEADS
FICTION
9781945286100
$25.99 | Hardcover
9781945286377
$17.99 | Paperback
9781945286049
$3.99 | Ebook

The Banoa-Rocci war is all but forgotten in New York City. Then the unthinkable, someone kidnaps Maria and resurrects the Devil. Mojo returns looking for his daughter, and her kidnappers. What kind of people would start a war with the most dangerous man alive?

KILLER WITH BLACK BLOOD
FICTION
9781945286643
$27.99 | Hardcover
9781945286636
$19.99 | Paperback
9781945286650
$3.99 | Ebook

“Compelling, thoughtful, and engaging. J.L. Hill’s Killer with Black Blood is a must-read urban crime thriller and a great entry into the Killers series... readers won’t want to put down.”
—Anthony Avina, Goodreads

KILLER WITH ICE EYES
FICTION
9781945286735
$27.99 | Hardcover
9781945286728
$17.99 | Paperback
9781945286742
$3.99 | Ebook

Maria, raised in the Mafia and educated by the gangs of New York, is hunting the man who killed her Akalina. She will kill anyone who gets in her way.

FROM LIBERTY TO MAGNOLIA
In Search of the American Dream
AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR
97819987856116
$31.95 | Hardcover
9789987856109
$19.95 | Paperback
979898756123 | $11.99 | Ebook

New Edition
FROM LIBERTY TO MAGNOLIA
In Search of the American Dream
AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR
9781641147538
$37.95 | Hardcover
9781641147514
$22.95 | Paperback
9781641147521 | $9.99 | Ebook

“Ellis sets her personal battles within the context of the civil rights and feminist movements, both of which helped fuel her determination. She recounts many experiences relevant today... An important historical perspective on two continuing struggles.” —Kirkus Review

FROM LIBERTY TO MAGNOLIA
In Search of the American Dream
AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR
9781949642667 | $24.99 | Hardcover
9781949642674 | $24.99 | Paperback
9781949642681 | $9.99 | Ebook

“A well-researched and convincingly argued case.” —Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
RockHill Publishing
rockhillpublishing.com

USARiseUp, Inc.
janicesellis.com/usariseup-inc
The wise use of words has unlimited power. Use it in your sphere of influence.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
# INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

## AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

**The Gift of Ben**  
Loving through imperfection  
Lindsey Rogers-Seitz  
9789897860152  
$29.99 | Hardcover  
9789897860150  
$17.99 | Paperback  
97898978601570  
$9.99 | Ebook

“A searing, powerful memoir about justice, injustice, love, healing … a book that will make you rethink everything you thought you knew about forgiveness.” —Kerry Egan, bestselling author of On Living

**I Am Who I Am**  
Trials and Tribulations of a Resolute Recruit  
Sir El Drury II  
9780979702365  
$29.95 | Paperback

Journey with the author as a young man tasked with freeing no man of war from the great gray man-o’-war to which he’d been condemned.

### HOW TO ORDER

Ingram Wholesale  
Wellness Writers Press  
wellnesswriterspress.com

## BODY, MIND, & SPIRIT

**Wild Moon Healing**  
Harness the Energy of Lunar Cycles to Awaken Your Inner Truth  
Donna S. Conley  
9789968311425  
$29.99 | Hardcover  
9789968311401  
$15.99 | Paperback  
9789968311418  
$9.99 | Ebook

A program with exercises and journaling prompts to guide you on a personal journey of self-exploration, through which you can create your best life.

**Bella & Chantey**  
Mama Wants a Blue Mushroom  
Jane E. Ruth  
Illustrated by César Meléndez  
97899962171614  
$10.95 | Paperback

“...the illustrations are vivid and bursting with color. A perfect matching of author Jane E. Ruth and illustrator César Meléndez. This is a great book for children. Highly recommended.” —William H., reader review

### HOW TO ORDER

Ingram Wholesale  
janeruthwriter.com

## CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION

**The House That She Built**  
Mollie Elkman  
Illustrated by Georgia Castellano  
9780867187854  
$17.95 | Hardcover  
9780867187861  
$12.99 | Ebook

With illustrations that connect and empower, this book will leave kids excited about their own skills and interested in learning new ones. Kids explore STEAM careers they can dream about. Inspired by a true story.

### HOW TO ORDER

IPG, Follett, Ingram Wholesale  
BuilderBooks, National Association of Home Builders  
BuilderBooks.com

**A Colorful Beginning**  
Raven Howell  
Illustrated by Carina Povarchik  
9781685130886  
$14.95 | Paperback

Children will relate to first day jitters as animal students set off for Mr. Mole’s colorful classroom. “The book invites individuality and fitting in. A stunner.” —The Prairies Book Review

### HOW TO ORDER

Ingram Publisher Services  
Black Rose Writing  
blackrosewriting.com

**How to Hatch a Reader**  
Kari Ann Gonzalez  
Illustrated by Rachel Suzanne  
9781957655055  
$18.99 | Hardcover  
9781957655123  
$9.99 | Ebook

Releasing August 2023! Teach your chickens to read. Prop up their chicken cheeks and peck the right story. Words will fly off the pages—unless a fox drops in!

### HOW TO ORDER

Baker and Taylor Publisher Services  
Gnome Road Publishing  
gnomeroadpublishing.com

**Bumbleland**  
Kimberly and Eric Snell  
Illustrated by Kimberly Snell  
978987324608 | $15.00 | Paperback

Bumbleland is a fun read where vibrant characters and colors prompt children to use their imagination and dream of possibilities through this bouncy, poetic story about animals as part bumblebee.

### HOW TO ORDER

Air and Urth  
BeeABumble.com

**How to Order the First Day**  
Kari Ann Gonzalez  
Illustrated by Rachel Suzanne  
9781957655123  
$9.99 | Ebook

Children will relate to first day jitters as animal students set off for Mr. Mole’s colorful classroom. “The book invites individuality and fitting in. A stunner.” —The Prairies Book Review

### HOW TO ORDER

Ingram Publisher Services  
Black Rose Writing  
blackrosewriting.com

**The House That She Built**  
Mollie Elkman  
Illustrated by Georgia Castellano  
9780867187854  
$17.95 | Hardcover  
9780867187861  
$12.99 | Ebook

With illustrations that connect and empower, this book will leave kids excited about their own skills and interested in learning new ones. Kids explore STEAM careers they can dream about. Inspired by a true story.

### HOW TO ORDER

IPG, Follett, Ingram Wholesale  
BuilderBooks, National Association of Home Builders  
BuilderBooks.com

**How to Hatch a Reader**  
Kari Ann Gonzalez  
Illustrated by Rachel Suzanne  
9781957655055  
$18.99 | Hardcover  
9781957655123  
$9.99 | Ebook

Releasing August 2023! Teach your chickens to read. Prop up their chicken cheeks and peck the right story. Words will fly off the pages—unless a fox drops in!

### HOW TO ORDER

Baker and Taylor Publisher Services  
Gnome Road Publishing  
gnomeroadpublishing.com

**How to Order the First Day**  
Kari Ann Gonzalez  
Illustrated by Rachel Suzanne  
9781957655123  
$9.99 | Ebook

Children will relate to first day jitters as animal students set off for Mr. Mole’s colorful classroom. “The book invites individuality and fitting in. A stunner.” —The Prairies Book Review

### HOW TO ORDER

Ingram Publisher Services  
Black Rose Writing  
blackrosewriting.com

**How to Order the First Day**  
Kari Ann Gonzalez  
Illustrated by Rachel Suzanne  
9781957655123  
$9.99 | Ebook

Children will relate to first day jitters as animal students set off for Mr. Mole’s colorful classroom. “The book invites individuality and fitting in. A stunner.” —The Prairies Book Review

### HOW TO ORDER

Ingram Publisher Services  
Black Rose Writing  
blackrosewriting.com
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION

**JUMP THE MOON**

Kathy Simmers
Illustrated by Marjorie van Heerden
9781735351100
$19.95 Hardcover

Based on the true story of a girl who dreams of her pony, Me Too, and sets out on a quest to find her. This beautiful, inspirational book contains powerful lessons about life for readers of all ages!

**THE LADYBUG WHO LIVED ON A FOUR LEAF CLOVER**

Emily Franke
Illustrated by Haley Franke
9781943515523
$16.00 Paperback

This story is about a sweet, young girl named Emily who loses her grandmother. Emily was feeling very sad until she realized that her grandmother came back to visit her as a magical ladybug.

**THE LADYBUG WHO LIVED ON A FOUR LEAF CLOVER**

Andrew Hiller
Illustrated by Yvonne Frederick
9781954214316
$13.99 Paperback

Pitter Patty is a little rain cloud who wants a friend. But no matter how hard she tries, people still sing “Rain, rain, go away.” She has almost given up. But there is hope. Can Pitter Patty find “Another Day?”

**THE LUCKY BABY**

Theresa Danna
Illustrated by Blueberry Illustrations
978987566909 | $14.99 | Paperback

Baby Ralph’s life is celebrated by his Glasgow neighbors and even by the Queen! Based on real-life events of artist/musician Ralph “Rabindra” Danks and Scotland’s first footer New Year’s tradition.

**THE LUCKY BABY**

Cheryl DaVeiga and Dave Gibson
Illustrated by Ramesh Ram
9781736395158 | $17.99 | Hardcover

“Lyrical…[a] moving historical tale that encourages taking a stand.” — Publishers Weekly (starred review)

**ROCKET RED**

Andrew Hiller
Illustrated by Paul O. Zelinsky
9781646140879 | $17.99 | Hardcover

“Beautiful.” — The New York Times

**RED AND GREEN AND BLUE AND WHITE**

Inspired by a True Story
Lee Wind
Illustrated by Charlene Mclver
9780648417835 | $7.81 | Hardcover

Five starred trade reviews!

**SQUISHY SAND**

Leigh’s Wheelie Adventures
Charlene Mclver
Illustrated by Caroline Keys
9780648417835 | $7.81 | Hardcover

Moonbeams Bronze Medal winner

HOW TO ORDER

Follett, Ingram Wholesale, Pathway Book Distributors
bthpublishing.com

Bound to Happen Publishing
acutebydesign.com

Ingram Wholesale
weavesunshinepublishing.com

Ingram Wholesale
dreampunkpress.com

Ingram Wholesale
babyralphbooks.com

Ingram Wholesale
levinequerido.com

Ingram Wholesale
biffbambooza.com

Ingram Wholesale
charlenemciverauthor.com
CHILDREN’S PICTURE BOOK: FICTION

**SURROUNDED BY LOVE**
An Open Adoption Story
Allison Olson
Illustrated by Darlee Urbiztondo
9798985162912 | $18.99 | Hardcover
9798985162929 | $4.99 | Ebook

This modern take on the “where did you come from” adoption book celebrates open adoption. Through words and illustrations the characters express the immense amount of love that everyone involved has for the adoptee.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale, Books by The Bushel
Kids are Awesome Publishing LLC
ouradoptionbooks.com

**COOKBOOK**

**ANCIENT EATS**
An Edible Exploration of the World
Stephanie Hanson
9781956715141 | $49.99 | Hardcover
9781956571158 | $9.99 | Ebook

Go on a mouth-watering journey through the ancient world with this family-friendly cookbook designed with the modern kitchen in mind.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
History Unboxed
historyunboxed.com

**EDUCATION**

**BIAS IS ALL AROUND YOU**
A Handbook for Inspecting Social Media & News Stories
Erik Bean, EdD
Illustrated by Gail Gorske
9781734474466 | $32.95 | Hardcover
9781734474411 | $22.95 | Paperback

A beautifully illustrated concise media literacy guide. “A timely and valuable primer on how to assess sources.” —Kirkus Reviews

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Healthy Mind Express
BiasHandbook.com

**FICTION**

**MEET. CUTE. AWKWARD.**
For the Queer at Heart
Various authors
9781954214361 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781954214378 | $5.99 | Ebook

Love is love, but awkward is awkward. Enjoy 8 genre-spanning stories of cringe-worthy misunderstandings and angsty first meetings, because even the cutest ending can have an awkward beginning. Available in open dyslexic font.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
DreamPunk Press
dreampunkpress.com

**FICTION**

**THE WRITER’S STORY**
Cory J. Schulman
9780996234474 | $15.95 | Paperback
9780996234498 | $2.99 | Ebook

The Writer’s Story is a plot-twisting novel about a writer who is accused of murder. This book chronicles the writer’s battle to distinguish reality from fantasy while trying to become a successful author.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Best Seller Publications, LLC
BestSellerPublications.com

**FICTION: CONTEMPORARY WOMEN’S**

**THE STORIES WE CANNOT TELL**
Leslie A. Rasmussen
9781956851601 | $17.99 | Paperback
9781956851618 | $8.99 | Ebook

A friendship is born when two women from different backgrounds are faced with life-altering decisions in the second trimester of their pregnancies. They discover their connection binds them in more ways than one.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Publisher Services
Touchpoint Press
touchpointpress.com

**FICTION: HISTORICAL**

**HER OWN LEGACY**
Château de Verzat Book 1
Debra Borchert
9780989454551 | $19.99 | Paperback
9780989454544 | $3.99 | Ebook

“This accomplished historical novel finds a young woman making her own choices as revolution sweeps France.” —BookLife Editor’s Pick
“A compelling wine tale...” —Kirkus Reviews
“...a marvel.” —Ind. Review of Books

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Le Vin Press
DebraBorchert.com

**FICTION: HISTORICAL**

**IN THE COMPANY OF LIKE-MINDED WOMEN**
Elaine Russell
9781732499409 | $14.95 | Paperback

The story of the complex bonds between three sisters in 1901 Denver, when the “New Woman” demanded voter suffrage and an equal voice. Winner of four indie awards.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Belles Histoires
elainerussell.info
**INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS**

**FICTION: HISTORICAL**

**THE OUD PLAYER OF CAIRO**
A Novel
Jasmin Attia
9781639640201
$18.95 | Paperback
9781639640218
$9.99 | Ebook

Vibrantly descriptive and evocative of the waning colonial world in Egypt during the mid-20th century, this debut historical novel tells the story of Laila, a young defiant woman who strives to become a singer.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Baker & Taylor Publishers Services
schaffnerpress.com

**WHEN WE RETURN**
Elia Tobias
9781632995346
$16.95 | Paperback
9781632995353
$7.99 | Ebook

A poignant family saga about loss, trauma and courage to rebuild after collective tragedy. After years of war torn separation in Peru, Otilia and her son are finally reunited.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Greenleaf Book Group LLC
greenleafbookgroup.com

**FICTION: LITERARY**

**ACROSS THE MEKONG RIVER**
Elaine Russell
9781466338104
$10.50 | Paperback

A Hmong family escapes from Laos to a squalid refugee camp, then a new life in the US, struggling to survive and haunted by the scars of war and loss of family. Winner of four indie awards.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
elainerussell.info

**CATFISHING CAITLYN**
Omar Imady
9781940178639
$18.95 | Paperback
9781940178646
$9.95 | Ebook

Caitlyn is mysteriously invited to play a game—a unique contest of knowledge. With an extraordinary mind, an appetite for knowledge, food, and women, she thrives on challenges. The desire to win quickly escalates.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
villa-magna-publishing.com

**FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER**

**1884 NO BOUNDARIES**
Langsford Historical Mystery-Thriller
A.E. Wasserman
9781480816534
$39.95 | Hardcover
978480816527
$23.99 | Paperback
9781480816541
$7.99 | Ebook

A gripping Victorian novel that weaves an exciting London tale within real life true stories. Perfect for fans of Sherlock Holmes and Downton Abbey.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale, Channel Sales Author Solutions
archwaypublishing.com

**AN ELEGANT CORPSE**
An Art of Murder Mystery
Helen A. Harrison
9781915904256
$15.99 | Paperback
9781915904263
$9.99 | Ebook

On the palatial East Hampton estate of artist Alfonso Ossorio, owner of Jackson Pollock’s masterpiece “Lavender Mist,” real and fictional characters play a deadly game of betrayal, jealousy, and revenge.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

THE HERO RULE
Is It Justice...Or Murder?
Brandon Hughes
9789887923313
$16.95 | Paperback
9789887923306
$4.99 | Ebook

What if doing the right thing meant doing a very bad thing? For prosecutor Barclay Griffith, following his own moral code is about to become more difficult than he ever imagined.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Tension Books
tensionbooks.com

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

NUDGING NYAME
Robert Wright
Illustrated by
Buzz Erlinger-Ford
9789821809264
$25.00 | Paperback
9789821809426
$14.00 | Ebook

Earth impact predicted within a decade, deflection system is hacked, the asteroid becomes a targeted weapon of mass destruction. Astrophysicist, her Glock 19, and a Russian shakedown change everything.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

PISTACO
Lord of the Lost Inca Gold
Mark Patton
9781770532250
$14.95 | Paperback
9781770532243
$5.99 | Ebook

Pishtaco is an offbeat historical fantasy filled with Inca gold and a pantheon of gods and goddesses, Amazonian magic and the pursuit and destruction of the evil Amazonian shaman...Pishtaco.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
EDGE Science Fiction and Fantasy Publishing
edgereads.com

FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

RUNNERS
Justin Hale
978987286500
$29.99 | Hardcover
978987286524
$9.99 | Ebook

Mr. Zan and his misfit crew of assassins turned gunrunners race against the clock to unravel a corporate conspiracy, but Deputy Marshal Akira Sudo is hot on their trail in this high octane, cyberpunk thriller!

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Indie Roots Media
indierootsmedia.com

FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

SUPER-EARTH MOTHER
The AI that Engineered a Brave New World
Guy Immega
9781770532274
$15.95 | Paperback
9781770532267
$5.99 | Ebook

Super-Earth Mother’s mission is to deliver a genetically engineered colony of babies to an Earth-like exoplanet. But can the colony survive the planet’s harsh environment, predators, and their own genetic demons?

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
EDGE Science Fiction and Fantasy Publishing
edgereads.com

FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

TINY TIN HOUSE
I. Maristatter
9789896631110
$34.99 | Hardcover
9789896631103
$17.99 | Paperback
9789896631127
$7.99 | Ebook

A feminist speculative novel with faith elements. “A well-realized work of near-future fiction that echoes timely themes. ...Maristatter crafts a tale that’s as believable as it is disturbing.” —Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
NiffyCat Press
niffycatpress.com

HEALTH AND FITNESS

DETOX THE MIND
Rajinder Singh
978-0918224316
$20.00 | Paperback
Also available as an Ebook and Audiobook

Picture your life free from stress, anxiety, fear, and depression. Imagine waking up each day filled with peace and joy. Provides a step-by-step plan with engaging exercises for living a joyous, tranquil life.

HOW TO ORDER
Baker & Taylor
Radiance Publishers
radiancepublishers.com

PARENTING & FAMILY

SPEAKING OUT
Families of LGBTQ+ Advance the Dialogue
Esther Schwartz-McKinzie
9781940724270
$35.00 | Paperback
9781940724287
$9.99 | Ebook

This “book collects the journeys of both LGBTQ+ people and parents of LGBTQ+ people who share the challenges they faced and offer candid insight into their growth over time.” —Cathy Reena, National LGBTQ Task Force

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Brodart, Follett
Gival Press
givalpress.com

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

FICTION: SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY

HEALTH AND FITNESS

PARENTING & FAMILY
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IN MY DNA
My Career
Investigating Your Worst Nightmares
Lindsey Wade
9781944134594
$29.95 | Hardcover
9781944134709
$19.95 | Paperback
9781944134730
$12.99 | Ebook
(Also available as an Audiobook)

In My DNA follows Detective Lindsey Wade as she investigates shocking sex crimes and homicides in the Tacoma, WA area that eventually leads her to the truth behind a thirty-two-year old cold case.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale, Faire
oneideapress.com

PSYCHOLOGY
LIFE-ENHANCING ANXIETY
Key to a Sane World
Kirk J. Schneider
9781955737197
$69.95 | Hardcover
9781955737180
$25.95 | Paperback

This book makes a bold proposal: It is not less anxiety that we need today, but more, at least of a certain kind. Life-enhancing anxiety can help us become creatively, ethically, and spiritually revitalized.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
University Professors Press
universityprofessorspress.com

OUT OF THE CRACKS
And Other Tales of Psychotherapy
Dr. Jonathan M. Lasson
9780999130933
$21.95 | Hardcover
9780999130940
$15.95 | Paperback

Most therapists have clients who are sometimes interesting, dramatic, sweet, and even daring, but their stories are not always shared. These are a sampling of their stories.

HOW TO ORDER
Lev Avos Press
drjonny.com

SELF-HELP
ARTIST
Awakening the Spirit Within
Jocelyn Jones
9781544528304
$29.99 | Hardcover
9781544528298
$19.63 | Paperback
$2.99 | Ebook

“Masterpiece!” —OnlineBookClub
“Life changing!” —Literary Titan

A roadmap on how to become a brilliant human being.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Goodspeed Press
jocelynjonesstudio.com

SELF-HELP
PRESENT MOMENT AWARENESS
A Simple, Step by Step Guide to Living in the Now
20th Anniversary Special Edition
Shannon Duncan
9781959254003
$14.95 | Paperback
9781959254010
$9.95 | Ebook

Filled with powerful but easily accessible concepts and exercises, Present Moment Awareness helps you drop emotional baggage, calm worries about the future, and start enjoying the peace found in the now.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Present Moment Press
presentmomentpress.com

SHORT STORIES: FICTION
INTERSECTIONS
Short Stories from Rideshare Passengers
Andrew Spink
978987452110
$25.99 | Hardcover
978987452103
$15.99 | Paperback
978987452127
$9.99 | Ebook

“I adored the diversity in these masterfully assembled, one-of-a-kind tales…” —Online Book Club

“Spink’s storytelling is a poignant portrayal of sensitive relationships…” —Booklife/Publishers Weekly

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Audacity Press
AndrewSpink.com
SPORTS & RECREATION

YOUNG READER: FICTION

PICKLEBALL POETRY
Fun and Whimsical Verses to Dink About
Doug Snelson
Illustrated by Jim Dittmars
9780977781164 | $12.95 | Paperback

Couplets celebrating pickleball.
“...humor of recognition rings true to many players...illustrated to embellish the joyful atmospherics...displays knowledge found in how-to books.” —The Pickler, February 2023

HOW TO ORDER
Brodart, Ingram Wholesale
Petalous Publishing
dougnselson.com

TEEN: FICTION

POETRY

QUEER AS A FIVE-DOLLAR BILL
What If You Knew a Secret From History That Could Change the World?
Lee Wind
978-1732228108 | $25.99 | Hardcover
978-1732228115 | $13.99 | Paperback


HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
I’m Here. I’m Queer. What The Hell Do I Read?
leewind.org

(Also available as an Ebook and Audiobook)

YOUNG READER: FICTION

Suzanne Wong
Illustrated by Jim Dittmars
9781947159655 | $16.99 | Hardcover

A resonating story... Kirkus Reviews notes that "Courtney’s lighthearted adventure offers rudimentary atmospheric science bolstered by fantastical sensory flourishes... the book excels at tactile descriptions..." 

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
J. N. Courtney Publications
jncourtneypublications.com

YOUNG READER: FICTION

EVERYTHING TOGETHER
A Second Dad Wedding
Benjamin Klas
Illustrated by Fian Arroyo
9781947159662 | $6.99 | Ebook

Eager to get away from planning his dad’s wedding to Michael, Jeremiah discovers community in new places with unexpected friends. This 4x-award winner is about exploring your place in the world and all the ways we connect. “A lovely, intelligent family tale.” —Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Word Galaxy
wordgalaxy.com

YOUNG READER: FICTION

THE RED EAR BLOWS ITS NOSE
Poems for Children and Others
Robert Schechter
Illustrated by S. Federico
9781773491349 | $29.95 | Hardcover
9781773491301 | $19.95 | Paperback

(Also available as an Ebook)

Starred reviews in Kirkus Reviews, School Library Journal, and Booklist. “Playful poems that delight... For reading out loud, to laugh at, to muse on, and to grow up with.” —SLJ “Masterful... A winner!” —Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Word Galaxy
wordgalaxy.com

TEEN: FICTION

Lee Wind
Illustrated by Jim Dittmars
9780996705967 | $8.99 | Paperback

Fantastically funny story full of mayhem, mischief and magic. The Magnificent Moon Hare will captivate readers, inspiring their imaginations and opening up a whole new universe of fun and adventure.

HOW TO ORDER
One Elm Books, an imprint of Red Chair Press
redchairpress.com/one-elm-books

YOUNG READER: NONFICTION

S. Federico
Illustrated by Robert Schechter
9781794728936 | $33.99 | Hardcover
9781794729025 | $18.99 | Paperback

Distinguished Favorite with the 2022 Independent Press Award and Finalist with the 16th Annual National Indie Excellence Awards.

Nurse Florence talks about what sleep is, why some get bad sleep and strategies for good sleep.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Dow Creative Enterprises
NurseFlorence.org

YOUNG READER: FICTION

Welcome to Washington Finca Mendoza
A Fina Mendoza Mystery
Kitty Felde
9781735976716 | $5.99 | Ebook

The West Wing meets Nancy Drew. The 10-year-old daughter of a congressman solves mysteries in the US Capitol...and introduces civics to kids. Can she save her family from the curse of the Demon Cat of Capitol Hill?

HOW TO ORDER
Epub
chesapeakepress.org

(Also available as an Ebook)
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